User Guide

PCK-2
PIVOT Clip Kit | Gen. 2.0

For optimal performance and maximum satisfaction with your PIVOT case, please follow this set of simple recommendations to ensure proper deployment and superior device protection.

**WARNING:** Before replacing or switching or your PCK-2, please ensure you are familiar with the installation and removal of devices from your PIVOT case. PIVOT cases are designed to hold your device firmly to protect against accelerated impacts. Once installed, your device will be held securely on all sides. It is not intended to come out easily. When you get a PIVOT case, it means you’re getting the best. PIVOT products maximize protection and minimize the need to remove the device from your PIVOT case.

If you need to remove your device, please visit PIVOT online for instructions to avoid unnecessary damage to your device and PIVOT case.

---

**Click! Connection**

With PIVOT’s audible engagement, be confident when hearing the “Click!” your connection is locked in place.

**Future Proof**

Upgrade your case knowing your mount will never be obsolete. PIVOT’s standardized mount supports current and future devices.

**Easy Setup**

Avoid lost time due to cockpit setup with the quick and easy PIVOT mounting system. Connect and adjust in only seconds.
Before beginning any clip replacement procedure, please ensure you have a compatible PIVOT Clip Kit to match your case. It is not compatible with older versions of cases, which do not feature the Hinge Pin and Hinge Cap.

**PCK-2 Package Contents:**
1 Unit PCK-2 Assembly, containing the following components:
1) 1pc PIVOT Clip
2) 1pc Hinge Pin
3) 1pc Hinge Cap
4) 1pc Flex Spring

---

### Remove Hinge Cap

a) Remove device. Follow instructions on pivotcase.com for your case and device type.

b) The suggested tool for removing the clip is a pair of needle-nose pliers or similar tool. Remove the hinge cap using blunt end of pliers’ nose and mild leverage to pry the small hinge cap off. There is a small ledge on the edge of the cap for this purpose.
Remove Hinge and Clip

c) With one hand, hold the clip firmly against the case, apply even pressure to the clip.

d) Using pliers with other hand, pull the hinge pin out. (Be careful, the clip is under spring tension.)

e) Remove clip while holding the spring in place. Replace spring if necessary.

Installing New Clip

f) Install new clip, hold it down firmly while applying even pressure to compress the spring. If the spring was dislodged during the clip removal, return the spring to the position beneath the clip as shown.

g) Reinstall hinge pin, ensure it is inserted all the way.

h) Replace hinge pin cap... DONE!
Thank you.

Additional Information

To learn more about your PIVOT case, please visit pivotcase.com for instructional videos, product support and additional information about PIVOT products. You’ll find valuable online resources provided to enhance your user experience and see the complete line of PIVOT products.

Learn more at:
PIVOTCASE.COM

PIVOT SUPPORT
If you have questions please contact PIVOT Support.

www.pivotcase.com/support
sales@pivotcase.com
1-888-4-FLYBOYS (1-888-435-9269)
www.youtube.com/c/pivotcasevideo
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